In prior-task success, older adults improve cognitive performance on target tasks after successfully accomplishing a prior task. We tested the hypothesis that effects of prior-task success occur via older adults' selecting the better strategy more often and executing strategies more efficiently on each problem under a prior-task success condition. Young and older participants accomplished computational estimation tasks (i.e., providing the best estimates to arithmetic problems) under a success or a control condition. They successfully accomplished a Stroop task or accomplished no prior task before taking the target arithmetic task. Participants had to select the better strategy on each problem in Experiment 1 and to execute a cue strategy in Experiment 2. Consistent with the strategy hypothesis, older adults, but not young adults, (a) obtained better performance, (b) used the better strategy more often, (c) inappropriately repeated the same strategy less often across successive problems, and (d) executed strategies more efficiently, under a prior-task success condition relative to a control condition. These results highlight the role of strategic variations in effects of prior-task success. They have important implications when assessing age differences in human cognition during both normal and pathological aging.
In prior-task success, older adults improve cognitive performance on target tasks after successfully accomplishing a prior task. We tested the hypothesis that effects of prior-task success occur via older adults' selecting the better strategy more often and executing strategies more efficiently on each problem under a prior-task success condition. Young and older participants accomplished computational estimation tasks (i.e., providing the best estimates to arithmetic problems) under a success or a control condition. They successfully accomplished a Stroop task or accomplished no prior task before taking the target arithmetic task. Participants had to select the better strategy on each problem in Experiment 1 and to execute a cue strategy in Experiment 2. Consistent with the strategy hypothesis, older adults, but not young adults, (a) obtained better performance, (b) used the better strategy more often, (c) inappropriately repeated the same strategy less often across successive problems, and (d) executed strategies more efficiently, under a prior-task success condition relative to a control condition. These results highlight the role of strategic variations in effects of prior-task success. They have important implications when assessing age differences in human cognition during both normal and pathological aging.
Keywords: effects of prior-task success; strategies; strategy selection; strategy execution arithmetic problem solving Effects of prior-task success have recently been found by Geraci and colleagues (Geraci & Miller, 2013; Geraci et al., 2016) . Geraci and Miller (2013) asked young and older adults to accomplish a verbal free-recall task. Participants saw 30 randomly presented words to study for two minutes. Then, participants had to recall as many of these words as possible. Before the memory test, participants were randomly assigned to one of three experimental groups. In the first group, participants were given 30 sets of five scrambled words. For each set of five words, participants were asked to rearrange the words to form a grammatically correct four-word sentence. This task was successfully accomplished by both young and older adults (success condition). However, this sentence-scramble task was not successfully accomplished when participants had only 20 seconds (failure condition). Finally, in the control group, participants had no task prior to the target memory task. Geraci and Miller found that older adults correctly recalled more words in the success condition than in the control or failure conditions. They also found no differences between control and failure conditions in older adults, and no differences across conditions in young adults. Interestingly, effects of prior-task success led older adults to have similar memory performance relative to young adults in the success condition. Findings from additional experiments by Geraci et al. (2016) replicated these effects, but found no effects of prior-task success when the target memory task followed a motor task (i.e., throwing a bean bag into a bucket).
The present study addressed two sets of important issues regarding effects of prior-task success, one empirical, the other theoretical. Empirically, unknown is the exact nature of the relation between prior and target tasks for the effects of prior-task success to occur. Is it enough for the two tasks to be both cognitive or to involve verbal material, as in Geraci et al.'s experiments? Second, unknown is whether effects of prior-task success occur only in domains where older adults are known to undergo large cognitive declines (e.g., episodic memory) or are they found across the board of human cognition, including cognitive domains (e.g., arithmetic) where age-related declines are not as large as in memory? Third, are effects of prior-task success transient (and seen only in tasks that last two minutes, as in Geraci et al.'s experiments) or are they also seen in most cognitive tasks, usually lasting longer than two minutes? The present study addressed these issues by testing a domain-general prior task (Stroop task) and a domain-specific target (arithmetic problem solving) that participants take 30-45 minutes to accomplish.
Theoretically, to understand how effects of prior-task success occur, Geraci and colleagues (2016) tested several potential mechanisms (increased self-confidence, reduced stress and anxiety, increased positive mood, reduced age-based stereotype threat). However, they found no evidence for any of these mechanisms. Therefore, we currently ignore the mechanisms responsible for the effects of prior-task success. As a first step towards determining these mechanisms, we tested the strategy hypothesis. That is, after experiencing task success, older adults select the better strategy more often and execute available strategies more efficiently to accomplish a target task.
The strategy hypothesis tested here is based on previous findings on aging and strategic variations and on aging and strategic regulation. Numerous studies in many cognitive domains found that young and older adults differ in which (and how many) strategies they use, how often they use available strategies, and how efficient they are at selecting and executing the better strategy (see Lemaire, 2016 , for a overview). For example, in arithmetic, investigated in this project, to solve two-digit addition problems, older adults tend to use fewer strategies than young adults, even if they know all the available strategies (Hodzik & Lemaire, 2011; Lemaire & Arnaud, 2008) . Older adults tend to use easier strategies to say whether arithmetic inequalities like 6+3 < 11 or 271+182 < 458 are true or false (e.g., Allen et al., 1992 Allen et al., , 1997 Duverne & Lemaire, 2004; El Yagoubi et al., 2005) . Also, older adults tend to be slower to retrieve direct solutions in memory or to execute counting strategies more slowly for solving simple or complex arithmetic problems like 3 × 4 or 142 + 456 (e.g., Uittenhove & Lemaire, 2015) . Finally, older adults are less systematic and less efficient at choosing the best strategy on a given arithmetic problem like when they have to select rounding strategies to find approximate products to problems like 43 × 68 (e.g., Lemaire, Arnaud, & Lecacheur, 2004) . These age-related changes in strategic variations are not specific to arithmetic. They have been reported in a wide variety of cognitive domains, such as sensori-motor (e.g., Poletti et al., 2015) , selective attention (McCalley, Bouwhuis, & Juola, 1995) , divided attention (Maquestiaux et al., 2013) , episodic memory (e.g., Froger et al., 2012; Kuhlman & Touron, 2012; Naveh-Benjamin et al., 2007) , decision making (e.g., Worthy & Maddox, 2012) , and spatial reasoning (Rozencwajg et al., 2005) .
Research on aging and metacognition has found that spared monitoring (or evaluation of how good we are while performing a task) during aging is crucial in older adults' strategic regulation (see Herzog & Dunlosky, 2011; Castel et al., 2016; and Hertzog, 2016 , for reviews). Many studies found that older adults adjust their strategic behaviors as a function of task experience, performance self-evaluations, or affordances of task environment. For example, older adults update their monitoring after some task experience in multiple study-test experiments, allocate more re-study time on specific items that are judged less well memorized or estimated as less likely to be subsequently recalled, and on more highly valued items (e.g., Castel et al., 2012 Castel et al., , 2013 Dunlosky & Hertzog, 1997 , 2000 Hertzog et al., 2010 ; but see Dunlosky & Connor, 1997 , for agerelated differences in how participants use on-line monitoring to allocate re-study times).
How prior-task success might lead older adults to better strategy use and strategy execution can occur via several types of mechanisms, some already tested in a different cognitive context by Geraci et al. (2016) , like reduced stress and anxiety, increased positive mood, or reduced age-based stereotype threat. Other potential sources include factors crucially involved in strategic variations during aging (e.g., executive control mechanisms; Hodzik & Lemaire, 2011) or other types of mechanisms like metacognitive monitoring mechanisms leading older adults to increase their level of self-confidence following task success (e.g., Hertzog, 2016) .
We tested strategy selection in Experiment 1 and strategy execution in Experiment 2. In both experiments, young and older participants were asked to accomplish computational estimation tasks (i.e., providing the best estimates to addition or multiplication problems). We chose this task, because like in many other cognitive tasks, previous works showed that participants use several strategies and choose among available strategies on a problem-by-problem basis to provide estimates (e.g., LeFevre et al., 1993) . Both young and older participants were tested either in a success condition (where they successfully accomplished a prior task before the arithmetic task) or in a control condition (where they accomplished no prior task). Our strategy hypothesis predicted that older adults (but not young adults) select the better strategy more often better strategy on target problems. It is harder to select the better strategy on target problems, because the size of unit digits suggests that either the rounding-down or the rounding-up strategy is the best. In contrast, the size of unit digits clearly and unambiguously indicate that prime problems with both unit digits smaller than 5 are best estimated with the rounding-down strategy and problems with both unit digits larger than 5 are best estimated with the rounding-up strategy. Moreover, there were two types of target problems, neutral and non-neutral problems. Neutral problems had the sum of their unit digits equal to 10 (e.g., 68 + 32) so that no strategy was the better strategy for these problems. Half of the non-neutral problems had the sum of their unit digits smaller than 10 (e.g., 68 + 31), so that rounding down was the better strategy, and the other non-neutral target problems had the sum of their unit digits larger than 10 (e.g., 68 + 34), so that rounding up was the better strategy. Correct sums and mean percent deviations for each type of problems were controlled so that strategy selection would not be contaminated by these factors. Finally, following previous findings in arithmetic (see Cohen-Kadosh & Dowker, 2015 , for an overview), we controlled the following factors: (a) no operands had a 0 unit digit (e.g., 20 + 63), or a 5 unit digit (e.g., 25 + 63); (b) no digits were repeated within operands (e.g., 22 + 63); (c) the first operand was larger than the second operand in half the problems, and vice versa; (d) no operand had its closest decade equal to 0, 10, or 100; and (e) rounded operands were never the same across two successive problems in a given trial (e.g., if one problem in a trial was 32 + 64, the next problem could not be 31 + 62).
Procedure. Participants were individually tested in one session. First, older adults took the Mini-Mental State Examination, MMSE (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) to exclude participants with potential Alzheimer's disease. All older participants had scores larger than 27; therefore, none were excluded. Then, both young and older adults took the Mill-Hill Vocabulary test (Raven, Court, & Raven, 1986 ) and an independent pencil-and-paper arithmetic test (French Kit; French et al., 1963) to assess participants' verbal and arithmetic fluency.
Participants in the success condition were given the prior Stroop interference task. They had to name the color of each word, without paying attention to the word itself. They were instructed to read words, line by line. As they had a maximum of three minutes, participants performed the task perfectly. Young and older adults took 41 sec. and 60 sec., respectively to read the 40 words (both groups made an average of two errors which they corrected as they were instructed to correct possible errors). They were told their performance, and we congratulated them for their speed. A pencil-and-paper version of the Stroop task was tested so that participants in the success condition would not receive a warm up on the task apparatus. Participants in the control condition did not complete the prior task. We did not test a failure condition, because Geraci et al. (2013 Geraci et al. ( , 2016 found no differences between control and failure conditions, and because the critical comparisons here were between control and success conditions.
Next, all participants completed the computational estimation task. The two-digit addition problems were presented horizontally in a 84 point Bold Courier font (black colour) in the middle of a 14-inch computer screen. The software (E-Prime) controlled stimulus display and latency collection.
Participants were told that they were going to do a computational estimation task. The computational estimation task was explained as giving an approximate answer to an arithmetic problem that is as close as possible to the correct answer without actually calculating the correct answer. Thus, participants had to estimate the sum of the problem displayed on the screen, trying to choose the best rounding strategy. They were told to use only two rounding strategies, the rounding-down strategy (e.g., rounding both operands down to the nearest decades, for instance doing 60 + 40 to estimate 63 + 48) or the rounding-up strategy (e.g., rounding both operands up to the nearest decades, for instance doing 70 + 50 to estimate 63 + 48).
After an initial practice period including 12 problems (six with each rounding strategy), all participants had no difficulties with either rounding strategy. Then, participants practiced for eight trials (each involving three addition problems and a series of four letters) for them to get familiarized with the procedure and the structure of each trial. Finally, in the experimental part, they saw 32 trials (i.e., 96 addition problems and 32 series of letters) with a break in-between each block of 16 trials.
Each trial started with a 300-ms blank screen before a 400-ms fixation cross displayed at the centre of the screen, followed by the first prime problem, another 300-ms blank screen, a 400-ms fixation cross, and the second prime problem. A blank screen followed participants' responses to the second problem for 300 ms. Then, the 400-ms fixation cross and the target problem were displayed. The timing of each response began when the problem appeared on the screen and ended when the experimenter pressed the space bar of the computer keyboard, the latter event occurring as soon as possible after participants' responses. Participants were asked to calculate out loud so that we could be sure of which strategy they used. On each problem, the experimenter recorded participants' responses and strategy choices.
After the target problem of each trial, a blank screen followed participant's response for 300 ms. Then, the warning signal appeared for 400 ms followed by four letters. Letters were displayed until the participant responded, pressing on the "L" key of the AZERTY keyboard when the four letters were only consonants (e.g., trlc) or only vowels (e.g., aeio), and on the "S" key when the four letters included both consonants and vowels (e.g., ubqi). A blank screen was finally displayed for 1000 ms at the end of each trial and before the next trial started. Each session lasted approximately 30-45 minutes.
Results
Results are reported in two main parts. We analysed effects of prior-task success on better strategy selection and on strategy performance for prime problems first and then for target problems. In all results, unless otherwise noted, differences are significant to at least p < .05.
Effects of Prior-task success on Prime Problems
Better strategy selection and strategy performance (mean correct estimation times and percentages of errors) on prime and target problems (Tables 2 and 3) were analyzed with mixed-design ANOVAs, 2 (Age: young, older adults) × 2 (Condition: control, success) × 2 (Problem Type: rounding-down, rounding-up), with repeated measures on the last factor.
Better strategy selection on prime problems. If participants used the better strategy on both prime problems within one trial, better strategy selection was coded 1; otherwise, it was coded 0. All participants selected the better strategy more often on rounding-down problems (97.5%) than on rounding-up problems (94.9%; F(1,88) = 5.06, MSe = 60.6, The age effect did not reach significance (F < 1) in the success condition (see Figure 1, left panel) .
Strategy performance on target problems. Young adults (4603 ms) were faster on target problems than older adults (5720 ms; F(1,88) = 10.88, MSe = 7902400.8, and that young adults were equally fast in each condition (4691 vs. 4515 ms; F < 1). Moreover, there was a main effect of problem type (F(2,176) = 7.03, MSe = 502076.5, 
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Rounding-Down Art. 14, page 7 of 14 Table 3 : Mean percentages of better strategy selection, mean estimation times, and percentages of errors in young and older adults in the success and control conditions for rounding-down, rounding-up, and neutral target problems (Expt. 1).
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Strategy perseverations on target problems.
In the final analysis, we aimed at determining whether priortask success changed participants' tendency to repeat the same strategy across prime and target problems, especially when it is not appropriate (i.e., unrepeated problems). An ANOVA was performed on mean percentages of strategy repetitions (i.e., if participants used the same strategy on prime and target problems, strategy repetition was coded 1; otherwise, it was coded 0; see means in Table 4 Separate analyses in each age group revealed that there were significant effects of problem types in both young and older adults (Fs > 62.35). Moreover, young adults tended to repeat the same strategy equally often in the control and success conditions (55.9% and 55.8%; F < 1). Interestingly, older adults repeated the same strategy less often in success than in control condition (55.9% vs. 61.9%; F(1,44) . This is because older adults repeated the same strategy less often in the success than in the control condition only on unrepeated targets (46.3% vs. 27.3%; F(1,44) = 11.43, MSe = 363.8, 2 p η = .21), but not on neutral or repeated targets (Fs < 1). Young adults repeated the same strategy less often than older adults in the control condition (F(1,44) = 7.14, MSe = 425.8, 2 p η = .14). The age effect did not reach significance in the success condition (F < 1).
In sum, Experiment 1 replicated effects of prior-task success originally found by colleagues (2013, 2016) . Older adults (but not young adults) obtained better performance in a target task after experiencing success in a different cognitive task. Geraci et al. had found effects of prior-task in a episodic memory task as a target task following a prior sentence-scramble task. The present findings generalize these effects to another cognitive domain, arithmetic, after experiencing success in an unrelated, cognitive Stroop task. Finally, these findings show that effects of prior-task success are not transient and do not occur in cognitive tasks that last only two minutes. They are also found in tasks that participants take 30-45 minutes to accomplish.
Most importantly, results of Experiment 1 are consistent with the hypothesis that effects of prior-task success occur via changes in strategy use and strategy execution. To confirm that participants executed strategies more quickly in the success condition, Experiment 2 controlled for strategy selection by asking participants to execute pre-selected strategies. Art. 14, page 9 of 14
Experiment 2: Does Prior-Task Success Changes Strategy Execution? Method
A total of 114 participants were tested: 54 young adults and 60 older adults (see Table 5 for participants' characteristics), half of whom were randomly assigned to the control condition, and half to the success condition.
Stimuli. The same stimuli and procedure as in Experiment 1 were used for the Stroop prior task. The Computational Estimation task included 64 two-digit multiplication problems presented in a standard form (e.g., 21 × 58). Half the problems (N = 32) included homogeneous unit digits, the other problems included heterogeneous unit digits. The unit digit of both operands was smaller than 5 (e.g., 32 × 63) in half the homogeneous problems and larger (e.g., 38 × 69) than five in the other homogeneous problems. In problems with heterogeneous unit digits, the unit digit of one operand was smaller than 5, and that of the other operand was larger than 5 (e.g., 42 × 69). Homogeneous and heterogeneous problems had comparable exact products. Also, half the homogeneous and heterogeneous problems were best estimated (i.e., closest products from correct products) with the rounding-down strategy (e.g., 56 × 32; rounding-down problems). The other problems were best estimated with the rounding-up strategy (e.g., 24 × 49; rounding-up problems). The same factors as in Experiment 1 were controlled in problem selection (e.g., side of the larger operand, size of correct products).
Procedure. Like in Experiment 1, participants were individually tested in one session and we first assessed participants' verbal and arithmetic fluencies with the Mill-Hill Vocabulary and the French kit tests, respectively. Older adults also took the MMSE. Young and older adults tested in the success condition took 40 sec. and 59 sec., respectively to read the 40 interference words in the prior Stroop task (both groups made an average of three errors which they corrected as they were instructed to correct possible errors). 
General Discussion
We found effects of prior-task success while participants accomplished arithmetic problem solving tasks. Older adults, but not young adults, obtained better performance on a target computational estimation task after experiencing success in a prior Stroop task. In Experiment 1, older adults were 1295 ms (corresponding Cohen's d = .748) faster in the success condition than in the control condition on prime problems, and 1381 ms (corresponding Cohen's d = .75) on target problems. In Experiment 2, older adults were 1005 ms faster in the success than in the control condition (corresponding Cohen's d = .80). Effects of prior-task success occurred via older adults' selecting the better strategy more often and executing strategies more efficiently on each problem under success condition. Because a strategy can be defined as "a procedure or set of procedures for achieving a higher level goal or tasks" (Lemaire & Reder, 1999, p. 365) , older adults changed the set of mechanisms they use to accomplish the target task after successfully accomplishing a prior task. They also changed the way they execute the same mechanisms when they did not use different mechanisms. These findings have important implications for understanding how prior-task success improves older adults' cognitive performance. Our findings suggest that effects of prior-task success are not limited to cognitive domains in which aging has large negative effects, like memory where they were originally found by her colleagues (2013, 2016) . These effects are also seen in domains where young and older adults have comparable baseline performance and even when older adults have better performance than young adults (e.g., arithmetic). Also, effects of prior-task success are apparently not limited to short target tasks. They also occurred in the present arithmetic tasks that participants needed 30-45 minutes to accomplish. Thus, these success effects are not transient, but are robust, reliable, and can be rather long lasting.
The present findings that effects of prior-task success occur via strategic variations were obtained in the arithmetic domains where strategic variations crucially influence participants' performance and age-related changes in participants' performance (see Lemaire, 2016 , for an overview). Future studies may collect further evidence that these findings are not limited to the arithmetic domain, but also hold to several cognitive domains, including the memory domain where effects of prior-task success were first found by colleagues (2013, 2016) . Because strategic variations have been found in a wide variety of cognitive domains, the present study suggests that wherever they may occurr, effects of prior-task success may occur via older adults' using different strategy under success condition, executing existing strategies more efficiently, or via both better strategy selection and more efficient strategy execution.
It could be argued that effects of prior-task success are only warm-up effects. Indeed, the success group received warm-up with a cognitive task whereas the control group had no warm-up whatsoever. However, we believe that this is not the case for two reasons. First, Gearci and colleagues (2013, 2016) tested failure conditions where participants had the same prior tasks as in the success condition, but were time-limited. Thus, participants in the failure condition received a cognitive warm-up prior to the target task. Yet, they obtained similar performance as participants in the control condition. Second, in the present experiments, participants of both the control and success conditions had equal opportunities to warm up as they Note. RD: Rounding-down strategy; RU: Rounding-up strategy. Differences = Control -Success.
Lemaire and Brun: Effects of Prior-Task Success on Young and Older Adults' Cognitive Performance an Evaluation of the Strategy Hypothesis Art. 14, page 12 of 14 practiced the strategies and target tasks first on 12 problems then on eight trials (each with three problems) before the target task. These suggest that experiencing success with prior tasks is key to effects of prior-task success.
Unknown is how prior-task success impacts strategy selection and execution. Several mechanisms can be tested in future research. First, previous works suggest that mechanisms like executive control, crucially involved in better strategy selection (Hodzik & Lemaire, 2011) , may be influenced by prior-task success. Second, mechanisms like reduced stress and anxiety, or increased positive mood might moderate effects of prior-task success. Third, prior-task success may reduce stereotype activation, which may influence older adults' confidence and executive functioning, as well as older adults' regulatory focus (e.g., Barber & Mather, 2014, and Lamont, Swift, & Abrams, 2015 , for reviews) or how older adults approach cognitive tasks. Although Geraci et al. (2016) did not find evidence for these mechanisms in their study of memory, future studies may test these mechanisms in the context of arithmetic.
Other potential mechanisms concern metacognitive mechanisms. Previous studies found that older adults are good at monitoring their cognitive performance and that such monitoring guides strategic regulation (see Castel et al., 2016; Hertzog, 2016 , for reviews). Prior-task success may lead older adults to be more confident in their cognitive performance. Such increased self-confidence may result in older adults deploying more cognitive resources (e.g., higher processing speed, better executive control) in the target task. This would lead them to be faster via executing strategies more quickly and using the better strategy more often under success condition.
Effects of prior-task success have important consequences for standard practices in the fields of normal and pathological aging, both in research and clinical contexts. The order of tasks administered to young and older adults can dramatically change the picture of aging and pathological effects on human cognition. Finding no negative effects of aging under success conditions contrasts with such negative effects under no-prior task conditions. In other words, magnitudes of age-related changes in a target cognitive domain may be different if these changes are assessed after older adults successfully accomplish a task.
Effects of prior-task success also question the research and clinical practices with specific aging populations (e.g., Alzheimer's patients) when assessing cognitive functioning. Clinical research may examine whether effects of prior-task success vary with severity of cognitive impairment, and how much patients may benefit from prior-task success. In clinical practice, the order of task administration may lead to underestimation or overestimation of true cognitive capacities in these patients. Neuropsychological tests should be administered in order that maximise participants' performance if we are to assess spared cognitive resources in patients. Neuropsychologists should also consider that Alzheimer patients may be able to use more efficient strategies and execute each available strategies more efficiently if tested under optimal conditions, where they first successfully accomplish tests before taking harder neuropsychological tests.
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